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ABSTRACT
Due to the tremendous increase in automobile transportation and heavy pedestrian
movements in developing countries, roads are becoming deadlier year by year. It is
acknowledged that context specific research on pedestrian-vehicular conflict are
urgently needed considering the built environment characteristics. Therefore, this
paper aims to (1) redefine pedestrian-vehicular conflict that would enable to explain
micro- and macro-built environment-related variables in a particular context, and (2)
develop a methodology that could be used in a place where comprehensive data are
limitedly available for a spatial analysis. This research redefines pedestrian-vehicular
conflict as “the pedestrian contact with potentially harmful vehicular traffic”, rather
than accidents. Based on this definition devise a methodology. The primary data
collection method adopted to collect causal factors related to spatial data was,
photographs. The spatial data were analysed by using QGIS platform. The pedestrian
volume models are constructed by a space syntax framework and correlated with a
composite choropleth map to get the potential conflicting points. A perception survey
was carried out to confirm the spatial analysis. The research findings indicate that the
methodology developed can be used to identify built environment factors related risk
areas spatially. Consequently, it is possible to fill the research gap by introducing a
low-cost, widely applicable, impartial, spatial and perception-based methodology that
assesses the built environmental characteristics in relation to pedestrian-vehicular
conflict. This research would support the urban planners and designers, allowing them
to comprehend the risk related nature of pedestrian-vehicular conflict in their urban
planning schemes before intervening with plans and designs.
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1.

Introduction

People in developing countries such as India and Sri Lanka are
from diverse backgrounds and adhere to different living
standards. The traffic characteristics and the road designs are
also quite distinctive when compared to some developed
countries such as the Netherlands, Portugal and Hong Kong
(Kadali, Rathi and Perumal 2014 and Meetiyagoda 2018). Thus,

road users, particularly pedestrians, invariably come across
difficulties such as pedestrian-vehicular conflicts due to lack of
proper planning solutions. Presently, the traffic engineers design
the road space, including the pedestrian domain, and urban
planners and designers plan for land uses and built form
characteristics. Many research studies on spatial planning and
design interventions have focused on the pedestrian-vehicular
conflicts. Some scholars note the way of separating pedestrians
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from automobiles (Hajdu 1988; Robertson 1993; Khder,
Mousavi and Khan 2016), and some others discuss the way of
sharing the street space by prioritising the pedestrian (BenJoseph 1995; Hamilton-Baillie 2008; Khan et al. 2015). Some
recent studies suggest augmenting the public transportation
facilities (Zaman et al. 2017). However, the prevailing
conceptualisations of the pedestrian-vehicular conflict,
evaluation methods and solutions are also mostly devised by
traffic engineers (Ranasinghe et al. 2015). They mainly consider
macro-variables such as capacity, demand, volume, rate of flow,
trip origin/destination analysis, congestion patterns, and
regional land use patterns, while urban planners and designers
need to focus on both macro- and micro-variables, including
built environment and local land uses and form (Southworth
2005). Meanwhile, the land use planning efforts need to fulfil
the requirements of pedestrians to ensure safe and comfortable
pedestrian access (Kadali, Rathi and Perumal 2014). It is a
complex task for policy-makers, planners and designers to make
a snug, convenient and safe pedestrian domain, which is
compatible with existing land uses and contextual
characteristics. Therefore, there is a research gap to redefine and
analyse pedestrian-vehicular conflict in relation to the builtenvironmental factors.
Moreover, the cities claiming some heritage values, especially,
face constraints in executing the necessary expansions. As
different user groups demand different services, urban planners
and designers need to put more effort into comprehending the
micro situations and proposing solutions. Steinmetz (2004)
recommends strong observation-based empirical research when
a phenomenon manifests to a particular context.
In this background, it is necessary to review the literature,
define the phenomenon, discover the causal factors and test
their availability in a case study and to determine the other
causes that exist outside the theory. Therefore, this paper
considers pedestrian-vehicular conflict in a heritage city by
redefining it with non-accident and built environment- based
causal factors and by introducing a low-cost, impartial method
to spatially analyse the phenomenon.

2.

Prior Studies

A number of research studies have explored pedestrianvehicular collision/crashes/conflicts. However, most of the
studies either get accident data from police reports and analysis
the nature of the crash, but limitedly discuss the causes of
conflict risks (Black and Westerman 1989). Meanwhile, few
studies incorporated spatial data and perception data (Braddock
et al. 1994; Schuurman et al. 2009; Lerman, Rofe and Omer
2014).
In 1980s, Black and Westerman (1989) suggest a framework to
collect the data based on the factors influencing road safety.
Their intention is to derive a low-cost and practical process,
which identifies the significant variables within the context of
the road function and the road environment. The data collection
methods include video recordings, observations and perception

survey. The main analysis methods which they used were
correlation analysis and video analysis. However, they mention
that the occurrence of accidents is difficult to observe in
practice, and historical data reconstruction is only partially
possible when information on the accident is incomplete.
Moreover, though they suggest a correlation analysis, in general,
the number of accidents are often too small to establish
statistically significant correlations. Their suggestion is to study
of the traffic behaviour as an alternative approach.
In 1990s, Braddock et al. (1994) demonstrate the effectiveness
of Geographical Information System (GIS) when examining the
child pedestrian conflict by using a 20-year motor vehicle
collision records from the Police Department. They used
TransCad to code the location of the collision by address
matching and develop point maps. This analysis enables them to
recognise the distribution pattern of collision within the city,
and it proves the ability of using GIS to illustrate the spatial
relationship between conflict and other land uses. However, this
research focuses more on the characteristics of collision than
causes. At the same time, the authors accept the fact that police
accident records underestimate the occurrence of non-roadway
pedestrian collisions. Nevertheless, this study recommends sitespecific interventions to prevent the collisions. The authors’
future research intention is investigation of other geographical
features.
In 2000s, Schneider, Ryznar and Khattak (2004) conducted the
crash analysis by incorporating perceived risk data and the crash
records from the police reports. The spatial analysis was also
based on GIS. This analysis was combined with regression
analysis to understand the factors associated with risk. As a
result of spatial analysis, the study identified crash clusters and
the density of clusters by using kernel estimation method.
Moreover, they produced another map with pedestrian
perception. When comparing the two types of data sources, it
shows a difference between the locations of police-reported
crashes and the places where people perceived as having a
potential of a crash. Thus, this research study encourages
scholars to research on perceived pedestrian risks over police
reported crash. However, they recommend to use their
methodology only for moderately perceived crash-risk areas like
campuses, neighbourhoods and commercial areas.
Moreover, Parks and Schofer (2006) tested the ability of using
secondary data in ArcGIS platform and digital aerial photographs
to measure the quality of the pedestrian environment. Then,
linear regression was used to estimate and derive several
models. The result of the research proves the ability of using
laboratory collected variables to assess proposed pedestrian
environment design.
Raford and Ragland (2003) explore the possibility of
incorporating space syntax volume-modelling approach for
estimating pedestrian volume. The urban street network has
analysed with space syntax model to generate “movement
potentials”, and at the same time sample pedestrian counts were
collected from key locations. At the end they compare this
pedestrian-risk analysis with the crash data. The authors
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conclude that spatial syntax model has a detailed level of
prediction capacity and it is not a complex model. However,
they acknowledged the requirement of integrating automobile
volume and land use characteristics.

2.1 Gap In The Literature
According to previous literature, it reveals that many studies (a)
depend on police accident reports; (b) aim to find the
characteristics of crash/conflict; (c) do not study in detail how
built environmental characteristics causal to crash risks and the
perception of pedestrians on such characteristic; or (d) use data
collected by sophistic methods. Redefining pedestrian-vehicular
conflict is again an important consideration in this respect.
Therefore, this study attempts to fill some of these gaps by
collecting site specific data on built environmental
characteristics with the use of streetscape photographs so as to
data would be up-to-date and involve less expensive. It will
analyse the potential risks by utilising GIS based spatial analysis.
Subsequently, spatial analysis is verified with pedestrian
perception. Another importance of this method is that it
educates pedestrian and drivers about the areas with perceived
risks to get some precautions to prevent injuries and fatalities.

elementary events, and the conceptualisation is presented by the
‘safety pyramid’ (Figure 1). Hydén’s hypothesis postulates that
when there is pedestrian and vehicle conflict, the seriousness of
conflict indicates the disintegration between two road users. He
says pre-crash phases of the safety pyramid can be observed by
comparing them to the nature of accidents and allowing for
people to study the process causing the accidents.
Raford and Ragland (2003) define pedestrian-vehicular conflict
as “pedestrian contact with a potentially harmful vehicular
traffic”, and “the probability that a pedestrian-vehicle collision
will occur” is defined by them as pedestrian-risk. Thus, this
research rests on Raford and Ragland’s definition as its working
definition. By following this concept, 22 causal factors
associated with the built environment, vehicular and pedestrians
are identified in the light of literature review. See Figure 2
below:

3. Redefining Pedestrian-Vehicular Conflict
The broader concept of pedestrian safety can be replaced with
the systematised concept of pedestrian-vehicular conflict, as
there are ample scholarly works discussing why and how the
pedestrian-vehicular conflict affects pedestrian safety (Stoker,
Adkins and Ewing 2017; Cloutier et al 2017; Osama and Sayed
2017).

Figure 2 Causal factors identified in light of the literature
(Author)

4.

Figure 1 Safety pyramid (Hydén,1987)
Hydén (1987) illustrates in his seminal research project that
accident records are not an ideal representation or evaluation
criterion of pedestrian safety. The safety-related interaction
between different road users is described using a number of

Devising a Methodology

This research can be described as an explanatory or causal
inference-based research, which expounds its findings by
exploring a single empirical case study (i.e., The Kandy
Heritage City) (Figure 3) that manifests a single phenomenon,
i.e., pedestrian-vehicular conflict (Gerring 2004 and Swanborn
2010).
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Figure 3 A base map of Kandy (Author)

4.1 Shortlisting of the Causal Factors according to the
Context
A pedestrian’s perception survey was conducted in the Kandy
Heritage City to shortlist the causal factors. A structured
questionnaire was distributed among thirty (30) randomly
selected local and foreign pedestrians. First, they were asked to
indicate their level of satisfaction with the pedestrian
environment in terms of safety. If not satisfied with the present
situation, they were asked to prioritise the literarily identified
causes to understand the reasons behind their views. Apart from
the perception survey, general public discourse and observation
assisted the short-listing of the seven casual factors, namely,
people on carriageways, land use, undefined pedestrian domain,
intersection type, on-street parking, constrained or no sidewalk
space and loading and unloading, which cause pedestrianvehicular conflict to be embedded in the Kandy Heritage City.
Meanwhile, it may be noted that together with factors such the
road network layout, connectivity and spatial integration,
scholars have already identified the capacity of a space syntax
modelling tool for analysing the potential pedestrian volume
(Raford and Ragland 2004; Omer and Kaplan 2017). Baran,
Rodríguez and Khattak (2008) mention that movement patterns
between the different spaces of the built environment are
viewed by space syntax as a system and assume better physical
connections (the ability to reach from a particular point to every
other point), fewer turns and a longer line of sights tend to
generate a higher density of movements. Therefore, this
research considers spatial integration, which is derived from
space syntax analysis, to be a promising predictor of pedestrian
movement patterns.

4.2 Data Sourcing
Three main sources of information were used in this research,
namely, photographs, GIS data of the road network and
pedestrian perception. First, photographs were used to evaluate
the spatial variation of seven causal factors. A review of the

literature shows that different scholars have included
photographic surveys to record the pedestrian and vehicular data
at the streetscape level (Sakar and Andreas 2004; Parks and
Schofer 2006; Ewing, Handy, Brownson et al. 2006; Sepe
2009). Second, the Kandy Road network shape file of GIS has
been used to make the axial map manually and, thereby, to
prepare a space syntax map that predicts the pedestrians’
movement patterns. Third, a perception survey was used to
gather additional information about and interests of the people,
which could not have been recorded otherwise with secondary
data or photographic survey only. This survey is a common
method that cross-checks the computer-based data modelling
with people, and it has been used by scholars to identify the
conflict behaviour and people’s perception (Black and
Westerman 1989; Sepe 2009; Dai et al. 2010). Another round
of the pedestrian perception survey had to be incorporated after
the computer-based analysis to validate the results and
particularly to identify the causal factors. It was intended to
identify fifty (50) of the highest scored points of the composite
choropleth map, and five (5) road users had to be interviewed in
respect to each point. Thus, two hundred fifty (250)
respondents had to be involved in validating the results.

4.3 Content Analysis of Photographs
Photographs were the main source of information in this
research. After the streetscape elevation picture frame was made
(Figure 4), it had to be subjected to content analysis based on
the factors mentioned in the Table 1. Scholars state that still
images or photographs represent one form of qualitative data,
and content analysis is a widely used qualitative data analysis
technique that summarises the information in texts or
photographs in smaller categories by coding (Bernard and Ryan
2009; Meetiyagoda and Munasinghe 2009). In this research,
directive content analysis was used, as the codes (or variables)
were already derived based on the literature and observations
(Hsieh and Shannon 2005). During the content analysis, the
authors basically read the information that appears on the photo,
coded it and described in detail along with statistics.
Accordingly, the evaluation had to be done by using the coding
scheme, which was derived based on a 1-5 Likert scale (Table
1). The content analysis had to be done for each picture frame
representing the street segment of each 25 m in the Kandy
Heritage City (Figure 4), and the codes were fed to the attribute
tables of the Quantum Geographical Information System (QGIS)
2.12.1-Lyon and IBM Statistical Package for Social Science
(SPSS), version 21 for analysis. This analysis proved the
possibility of deriving quantifiable data from it.
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Figure 4 A sample of content analysis of photographs (Author)

4.4 Visualising Geographic distribution of Causal
Factors
The data obtained from content analysis of the photographs had
to be converted to spatial data by using QGIS. Pulugurtha,
Krishnakumar and Nambisan (2007) mention that features of
GIS have the facilitation capability to identify the high pedestrian
crash areas with a lower degree of subjectivity. Thus, by means
of this spatial analysis, it is expected to identify the spatial
distribution of causal factors related to pedestrian-vehicular

conflict in the Kandy Heritage City. Hotspot mapping is a
widely used simple analytical technique in QGIS, which enables
the identification of locations where accidents, diseases or
crimes are clustered (Anderson 2007; Chainey, Tompson and
Uhlig 2008). Chainey Tompson and Uhlig (2008) mention that
point mapping is straightforward, as it represents each event as a
point and helps us to visualise geographic distribution by
employing the QGIS functions of thematic shading. Rytkonen
(2004) also states choropleth maps are used to display some data
as spatial units by colouring, shading or hatching. As pointed out
by Crampton (2002), the fundamental principle of choropleth
mapping is that “the densities of shading on the map are
cognitively parallel to the densities of data”. The possibility of
displaying different data layers with different highlighted data
values is an advantage of choropleth maps. When analysing a
map to record the places of pedestrian-vehicular conflict and to
geocode and produce a point map, the photographs capturing
these locations are needed. Each point was attributed a value
from its measurement in the attribute table (Table 1). Then, the
point information was converted into a choropleth map, which
shows the continuous shades of colours to indicate the
performances of different causal factors. According to Tobler
(1973), the visual intensity of a choropleth map is exactly
proportional to the data value

Table 1 Coding scheme for the content analysis of photographs
Source: Author
On-site parking
No parking

1

Approach to a car park

2

Permitted
parking

on-street

3

Stopped/parked in the
middle of the road

4

Parked on sidewalks

5

Sidewalk
Continuous sidewalks
on both sides

1

Continues very narrow
sidewalks
Discontinuing sidewalks
at least one side

2
3

Loading
and
unloading
No loading and unloading

Land use

Intersection type

1

Religious places, housing

1

Not an intersection

1

Approach to the goods
loading and unloading
area
Loading and unloading
goods by light vehicles
across the pedestrian
domain
Loading and unloading
people from buses

2

Retails
and
commercial

small-scale

2

Has
marked
pedestrian
crossings and traffic signals

2

3

Banks, big-box stores and
hotels

3

Only marked
crossings

pedestrian

3

4

Construction or production
related commercial, bars

4

4

Loading and unloading
goods by heavy vehicles
cross pedestrian domain
Undefined pedestrian
domain
Buffered with permanent
structure on both sides

5

Wholesale, markets, schools,
government institutions

5

Approaches to private domain
or alleyway across pedestrian
domain from the road
Without marked pedestrian
crossings or not rectangular
intersection

Discontinuous buffer one
side
Discontinuous buffer on
both sides

2

People on carriageway
1

3

No people on carriageway or
people use only marked road
crossings
Jaywalking as no road
crossings
Jaywalking as no or narrow
sidewalks

1
2
3

5

6
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Width of the sidewalks
not
enough
for
pedestrian as it is used
for street vending
No space provided for
sidewalk at least one
side

4

No buffer one side

4

Jaywalking as sidewalks are
occupied by the vehicles or no
sidewalks

4

5

No buffer on both sides

5

Informal gathering on street as
a result of vehicles parked on
sidewalks or no sidewalks

5

4.5 Space Syntax Analysis

4.6 Construct Validation with SPSS

The aim of space syntax (that is, the language of space) analysis
is to quantify and compare the pattern properties of
architectural space or the space between buildings in urban areas
and building interiors. According to Bandara, Meetiyagoda and
Munasinghe (2010), space syntax is gaining popularity in the
area of planning and urban design, mainly due to the urban space
modelling possibilities demonstrated by the method associated
with it.
The first step in space syntax analysis is transcribing the street
network into an axial map. An axial map is “a network of
intersecting lines that consists of the longest set of lines of sight
that passes through the street space” (Kim and Penn 2004).
DepthmapX software has been used to produce the axial map
with network analysis once the lines are drawn manually in the
QGIS platform. The modelling facilitates assigning a value for
each axial line in terms of connectivity, control value, local and
global integration. The notion of integration should be defined
with the notion of ‘depth’. Jiang and Claramunt (2002) define
depth as “the number of lines distant from a given number of
steps to that axial line”. Integration indicates how easily one can
reach a specific street or the line of the axial map. When
computing access to one line from all the other lines of the axial
map, it is called the global integration; if the computed
integration value is based on a given number of lines (radii), it is
called local integration. The calculation of depth and
connectivity is derived from the following equation.

A requisite construct validation was conducted to confirm
spatial analysis. First, it confirmed the association between
pedestrian volume and causal factors for conflict. For this
purpose, correlation analysis was employed in the SPSS
platform, and it helped to identify the relationship that exists
between each causal factor. At this juncture, global integration
values of space syntax analysis were to be benchmarked to
enable correlation analysis. For this purpose, a buffer of 25 m
had been defined for each conflicting point and had employed
the union tool of QGIS to overlap the space syntax layer with
buffered conflicting points. Then, the average integration values
were assigned under each conflicting point and benchmarked
with reference to a 1-5 Likert scale. The two variables subjected
to analysis are treated equally but not as predictors or as an
outcome.
The second type of construct validation taken up was pedestrian
perception, which was used to validate the potential conflict
clusters that were derived by spatial analysis. In the process of
this pedestrian perception survey, five randomly selected
pedestrians from each selected location (250 respondents) were
asked, first whether they agree with the view that the location
has a potential conflict, and second, they were asked to
prioritise the seven causal factors. The responses were subjected
to a simple descriptive analysis, which enabled us to identify the
most influential casual factors.
5.

Results of Empirical Study

5.1 Results of Spatial Analysis

s= shortest distance (or steps) from the node
Ns= number of nodes within the shortest distance
l = maximum shortest distance

For this research, the global integration has been calculated, as it
represented most integrated and demanded areas for pedestrian
movements in the Kandy Heritage City as a whole. Global
integration is the indicator of the attractiveness of different
public spaces in the overall spatial configuration of the city
(Bandara and Munasinghe 2007). The Space Syntax Toolkit
(plug-in) of QGIS was used to handle the geometric and
geographic data associated with attribute information, to
perform spatial, mathematical and statistical calculations, and to
visualise the results (Gil et al. 2014).

A syntactic analysis of spatial integration of the Kandy Heritage
City begins by representing the road network with axial lines.
The global analysis of space syntax modelling is considered to
discuss the results, and according to the level of integration, the
colour of axial lines ranges from deep blue to deep red, that is,
below the mean integration value to above the mean integration
value, respectively. In another words, the axial lines with deep
red represent the highest pedestrian volume concentration,
which reflects Penn’s claim (2003). The highest pedestrian
volumes (see Figure 5) are concentrated at the Kandy City
Centre, specifically around main transport terminal areas, the
public market and the grid city area. However, this finding
contradicts what Raford and Ragland’s (2003) research (which
also used the space syntax analysis to represent pedestrian
volume), which reveals that a higher number of pedestrian
crashes occurs in the peripheries and not downtown, where the
highest number of intersections are concentrated. However,
they admit the fact that their findings are contrary to the general
research
expectations.
The
average
research
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findings elaborate the concentration of pedestrian-vehicular
conflict in city centres (Steenberghen, Dufays, Thomas et al.
2004) as is the case with the Kandy Heritage City.
Moreover, the aggregate values of seven causal factors represent
the points of the composite choropleth map, which denotes the
highest potentials of conflicting points from least possible

conflicting points by varying the colours from deep red to light
green, respectively. The map indicates that the highest potential
conflicting locations are mostly concentrated at the grid city
(Figure 6), where the pedestrian volume is also substantially
high, according to the space syntax analysis.

Figure 5 Global spatial integration (Author)

Gridcity

Southern
city

Figure 6 The overall outcome of the analysis: Pedestrian-vehicular conflict of the Kandy Heritage City (Author
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5.2 Validation
According to the correlation analysis, which was undertaken to
find the relationship between the seven causal factors and
integration level, on-street parking, loading and unloading, land
use and people on the carriageway are positively and
significantly correlated with integration and thereby with the
pedestrian volumes (Table 2). However, on-street parking (r=
0.182, p= 0.000), loading and unloading (r=0.126, p=0.010),
land use (r= 0.258, p= 0.000) and people on carriageway as a
result of vehicles (r= 0.258, p=0.000) indicate weak
correlation (less than 0.3) (Acock 2008). The causal factor,
undefined pedestrian domain negatively correlates with weak
negative r value (r= -0.201, p= 0.000), perhaps because
planning agencies have recently improved two mostly integrated
streets (i.e. Sri Dalada Veediya and Willium Gopallawa Mawatha
(Figure 3)) with required pedestrian infrastructure such as
fencing. Further, when it was examined the relationship
between people on carriage way as a result of vehicles and the
other indicators, it was found that it is positive and significant,
which indicates that there is a pedestrian-vehicular conflict.
People on carriage way as a result of vehicles and on-street
parking are the highest correlated items with moderate r value
(r= 0.453, p= 0.000), because people might tend to use
carriageway to walk when sidewalks are occupied to park
vehicles. The reasons of on-street parking can be predicted,
considering the correlations of other indicators, namely, loading

and unloading (r= 0.311, p= 0.000) land use (r= 0.258, p=
0.000) and undefined pedestrian domain (r= 0.240, p= 0.000).
As per the pedestrians’ perspective of this result, 82% of the
respondents agreed with the identified pedestrian-vehicular
conflicting locations. Additionally, according to their
perception, the top five factors causing conflict are as follows:
undefined pedestrian domain [44%]; on-street parking [37%];
land use [35%]; loading and unloading [30%] and constrained or
no sidewalks [29%]. Various research findings, as well as
pedestrians’ perception survey of the Kandy Heritage City,
emphasise that these five causal factors are influential in terms of
pedestrian-vehicular conflict. Rahaman, Ohmori and Harata
(2005) identify a buffer (between sidewalks and carriageways) to
be a considerable safety issue. Respondents in their research
have also stated that the absence of any definition between the
sidewalks and carriageways is a main cause of pedestrianvehicular conflict. Moreover, Brison et al. (1988), Donroe et al.
(2008) and Shepherd, Austin and Chambers (2010) found that
curb side or on-street parking is a cause of fatal accidents.
Loading and unloading is a combined cause, along with land use,
and that activity is less common in many heritage cities; thus, it
is perceived as a problem by many pedestrians of the Kandy
Heritage City. McMahon et al. (2002) found that sidewalks had
no effect on pedestrian-vehicular conflict. However,
Ossenbruggen, Pendharkar and Ivan (2001) stated the
probability of a conflict is about two times more at a site
without a sidewalk than a site with a sidewalk.

Table 2 Correlation analysis
Causal factors

On-street
parking

Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2tailed)
N
Loading and Pearson
unloading
Correlation
Sig.
(2tailed)
N
Land use
Pearson
Correlation
Sig.
(2tailed)
N
Intersection
Pearson
type
Correlation
Sig.
(2tailed)
N
Constrained
Pearson
or no sidewalk Correlation

Onstreet
parking

Loading
and
unloading

Land
use

Intersection Constrained
type
or no sidewalk
space

1

419
.311**

1

.000
419
.258**

419
.410**

.000

.000

419
-.036

419
.054

419
.064

.465

.269

.191

419
.094

419
-.046

419
.045

1

1

419
.014

1

Undefined
pedestrian
domain

People on
Integration
carriageway as a
results of
vehicles
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space

Sig.
(2.053
.353 .358
tailed)
N
419
419
419
Undefined
Pearson
.240**
.058 .052
pedestrian
Correlation
domain
Sig.
(2.000
.234 .289
tailed)
N
419
419
419
People
on Pearson
.453**
.317** .285**
carriageway
Correlation
Sig.
(2.000
.000 .000
tailed)
N
419
419
419
Integration
Pearson
.182**
.126** .258**
Correlation
Sig.
(2.000
.010 .000
tailed)
N
419
419
419
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
Source: Author

5.3 Key Findings
This research complements pedestrian-vehicular conflict as
“pedestrian contact with a potentially harmful vehicular traffic”,
following Hyden (1987) and Raford and Ragland (2003). This
research is distinctive from the other research in the pedestrian
safety arena taking conflict risks, rather than accident or crash
data. This study best demonstrates the utility of this
phenomenon, Planners may, thereby, play an important role in
designing the locations where accidents will be happening, while
precautions to be continued to eliminate the treat locations with
accidents.
This study identifies seven built environment related microvariables and pedestrian volume. This supports the views of
some researchers (for examples, Parks and Schofer 2006;
Clifton and Kreamer-Fults 2007; Dumbaugh and Li 2010) to
examine the relationship between risk of crashes and the social
and physical environment where the conflict risks exist.
Moreover, a prototype method developed in this study can be
incorporated to study any context, and can be valuable for
preventing crashes at individual sites. The previous studies
confine to site-specific studies, when only the nature of the
conflict can differ according to the specific environmental
characteristics.
Finally, this research develops a pre-determined coding scheme,
taking photographs at equal distance units and undertaking a
pedestrian perception survey to validate the results. The coding
scheme, distance intervals and time periods that need to take the
photographs and format of perception survey will be decided by
any investigator who will use this method based on the research
context. Thus, this offers much needed insight for having an
objective rating system (Parks and Schofer 2006).
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Conclusion

This research conceptualised the pedestrian-vehicular conflict
phenomenon as it facilitates urban planners’ and designers’
analysis of the spatial circumstance with micro-variables of the
built environment and propose planning and design
interventions. Most of the research has conceptualised
pedestrian-vehicular conflict through the accident records.
However, there are causes for road accidents for which the
absence of accurate data and lack of a specific method to analyse
the causes posed a constraint to conducting research in this field.
Due to this conceptualisation, micro-level and primary data had
to be gathered from a case study undertaken in the Kandy
Heritage City, where automobiles, roads and car culture have
contributed intensely to restructuring the urban built
environment. Another reason that prompted the collection of
this primary data is the uniqueness of the case study. Almost all
the urban areas manifest unique characteristics in some respect,
and problems with which planners need to deal are specific.
Thus, an inductive research method is vital for framing the
problems embedded in those cities. It is necessary to direct
attention to historic cities, as the tailor-made solutions are too
difficult to enforce due to their conservation and collective
values.
A major challenge that we came across in this research field is
the limitation of data and information to study the built
environmental factors. In this context, a photographic survey
was considered an ideal data collection method as it provides
impartial, inexpensive, up-to-date information. The method
provided in this study to record the empirical data is unique to
this research arena, and it is widely applicable. At the same
time, though the QGIS platform is not widely used for spatial
analysis, this research illustrates that it is a convenient platform
for geocoding, preparing maps and, most importantly,
conducting space syntax analysis. Analysis with space syntax is
new to this research area. Even though accurate pedestrian
volume data are compulsory for this nature of research,
utilisation of pedestrian counts is costly, and it is hard to find an
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up-to-date dataset. The space syntax modelling approach has
been utilised to fill this gap with minimal additional input. It is
less complicated and provides impartial outcomes. At the same
time, this method enables the conversion of the qualitative data
into quantitative data and the conduction of further statistical
analysis.
The findings of the research are, first, the conceptualisation with
definition and a criterion to identify built environmental causal
factors that are particular to a case study. Though these findings
are contextual, the authors believe that the concept of
pedestrian-vehicular conflict and the methodology developed to
identify causal factors in this research can be tailored to other
towns. Second, the methodology indicates the possibility of
doing spatial estimation in relation to pedestrian movement and
the causal spots/locations. The construct validation also
confirmed that some causal factors (four out of seven in this
case) are appropriate for predicting the conflict, while the
pedestrians’ perception survey confirmed that the derived
results are authentic (more than 80%).
Although the results of the study add a strong base for
understanding the given phenomenon, there exist some
limitations in data recording and interpretations. It is necessary
to generate axial lines manually to make the space syntax map
and compute spatial integration. Though there is axial
generation software, the lines have to be drawn manually, as the
software is not compatible with QGIS. Xia (2013) states that
manual axial maps may differ from person to person. Thus,
there were some technical limitations involved in this research.
The limitation of using space syntax is that it may lead us to
underestimate the variation of land uses and under-predict the
underground and above-ground pedestrian infrastructure
networks.
Though photography was considered as the main source of data,
it inherits some weaknesses; first, it records only the function of
a particular point in time as a static image, and it is difficult to
record the functional system of the space of that particular time;
second, the capturing of the event as well as interpretation of
the photographs can be subjective to some extent. Nonetheless,
author tried to overcome these weaknesses by validating the
findings with the pedestrian’s perception survey and content
analysis of the photographs by using a pre-determined coding
scheme. Though the pedestrians’ perceptions have been taken
into consideration to minimise the imprecision by following the
other research studies, this study could have benefited from
following a time series photographic analysis to figure out
outcomes that are more reliable. It is also important to point out
that content analysis of photographs is time-consuming, and
their application to a city of a larger scale could be a
discouraging task. This research could have been impartially and
speedily done had there been software to conduct content
analysis of photographs. Thus, further research is necessary to
explore a software for more convenient computer-based
analysis.
If the planners and designers interested in studying pedestrianvehicular conflict prefer to microscopically experiment the real
ground situation in order to explore applicable solutions, it is
left to them to adopt this tested methodology.
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